Transcript from ROW11 Chat Zoom Window
June 21st, 2022, 13:00 – 16:00 UTC
Welcome to the 11th Registration Operations Workshop session! The webinar
will start shortly and will be recorded. Session recording, including Q&A
transcript and chat, will be made available 48h after the conclusion of the
webinar on the ROW website: https://regiops.net
Workshop presentations are available at: https://regiops.net/row-main/
agenda/
We would like to thank our ROW Series Sponsors ICANN and Verisign for
their continued support.
Join the conversation on social media! Post a photo of you participating in
today’s webinar to Twitter hashtag: #regiops or tag us on Twitter: https://
twitter.com/ROWevents
—
IMPORTANT: Please note that we will mute all participants to allow the
speakers to communicate without any background noise. During the session,
if you have any questions or comments, please send them in the Q&A
window. The session moderator will address them to the speakers on the
mike as time permits. Questions that cannot be addressed on the mike due
to time constraints, will be answered directly in the Q&A window or by email.
—
ROW Expected Standards of Behavior:
A participant in any ROW activity acknowledges that written, audio and video
records of meetings may be made and may be available to the public.
A participant in any ROW activity is deemed to accept to:
• Treat all members of the community equally, irrespective of nationality,
gender, racial or ethnic origin, religion or beliefs, disability, age, or sexual
orientation; members of the community should treat each other with civility
both face-to-face and online.
• Respect all members of the community equally, behave in a professional
manner, demonstrate appropriate behavior, and not engage in any type of
harassment.
• Act fairly and in good faith with other participants in the webinar.
• Promote ethical and responsible behavior.
—
Meeting agenda is the following (UTC):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13:05 - Peter Thomassen [deSEC / SSE] – Automatic DNSSEC
Bootstrapping with Authentication
13:30 - Andrew Fregly [Verisign] – Projecting the Impact of Post
Quantum Cryptography on Registry Operations
13:55 - Gustavo Lozano [ICANN] – TLS Client Authentication via DANE
TLSA records in MoSAPI and RRI
14:20 - Break
14:30 - Brett Carr [Nominet UK] – Transitioning DNS for GTLDs
14:55 - Eduardo Alvarez [ICANN] – Email address internationalization
(EAI) support survey
16:20 - Panel: EPP over HTTP: Gavin Brown [CentralNic]-panel chair,
Mario Loffredo [IIT-CNR/Registro.it]
Open discussion & Closing Remarks

—
If you have trouble with audio or other connection issues, please log out and
log back in. Thank you.
—
Feel free to send any questions here or in the Q&A window. These will be
addressed at the end of the presentation.
If you have any questions or comments, please send them in the Q&A
window. These will be addressed at the end of the presentation.
—
We are currently at the following agenda item:
—
We will take a 10 min break. See you at 14:30 UTC.
—
Thank you for your participation in the ROW11 webinar! Please take 5 min to
complete the ROW11 survey: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/KH5RY5X
Session recording, including Q&A transcript and chat, will be made available
48 hours after the conclusion of the webinar at: https://regiops.net/rowmain/agenda/
Thank you to our ROW Series Sponsors ICANN and Verisign for allowing
ROW11 to happen.
See you at the next ROW! Thank you!

